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Benefits include:
 � Better workflow 
efficiency at point-of-
sale

 � Enhanced accuracy via 
5 data sources

 � More accurate ITV 

 � Improved ROI on 
renewal ITV initiatives

 � Enhanced predictive 
power for rating and 
analytic initiatives

Database Includes:
 � Proprietary appraisal 
data

 � Listings from 
885K+ realtors

 � 55M+ real estate listings

 � 80% of listing volume

Our competitors will tell you that close enough is good enough when it comes to 
ITV. However, by integrating more accurate structure characteristics into your 
point-of-sale workflow, you’ll not only streamline the homeowner experience but 
should also experience business efficiencies and more accurate ITV. 

How do we get that accuracy? 
InterChange® attains completeness and accuracy of structural profiles by leveraging 
and synthesizing five data sources, including a propriety appraisal database and the 
most comprehensive Multiple Listing Service (MLS) database the market has to offer.

Delivered through the RCT Express® platform and RCT ExpressLync™, 
InterChange® adds value by:

 � Returning granular, property-specific characteristics on each match

 � Improving new business workflow efficiency

 � Contributing to delivering a more accurate ITV

A Strict Standardization Methodology
InterChange® data goes through a proprietary, multifaceted flagging and scoring 
methodology that examines hundreds of factors including data source agreement, 
age, and completeness. Once scrubbed, the quality and reliability of each structural 
record is determined by comparative analysis to our industry database. Each 
structure profile is then scored with a confidence interval for accuracy.

InterChange® Structure 
Characteristic Prefill Data Set
Now includes a proprietary appraisal database. 
Just one of five data sources.
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Build 2009 1.5 Stories Single Family Bungalow 2100 sq. ft.

Reconstruction Cost
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